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Details of Visit:

Author: Medium Bang Theory
Location 2: London Docklands
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 11 Jun 2016 19:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07492391573

The Premises:

Carol’s building was very handy right next to a DLR station, but in a particularly soulless and
publess area of the de-humanised concrete and tarmac slab that is known as London Docklands.

Once inside, the bedroom was clean and modern but she made it very dark and it lacked any
ambience. It was fine for punting but no good for swinging a cat.

The Lady:

Top marks for an absolutely honest gallery – Carol’s pictures seem absolutely up to date and
accurate so no need to add any comments on her appearance.

I requested lingerie rather than any uniform and she greeted me in a flimsy black baby-doll top with
a tiny black g-string and heels. Carol was clearly straight out of the shower and smelt great.

During the texted booking process Carol always replied promptly and seemed genuinely
enthusiastic to meet me. She actually confirmed the AW booking online in less than fifteen minutes
which is very rare, in fact unique, in my experience!

She was ready exactly on time and buzzed me in immediately. When I arrived at her door she was
very cheery and friendly. It was all very encouraging!

The Story:

I gave Carol her basic fee within a minute of seeing her – the room was fine and she looked and
smelt good!

We started off with some cuddling and attempted kissing, but the enthusiasm that Carol showed up
to this point seemed to have evaporated and she switched into “disinterested escort” mode and it
was all a bit forced. She did turn around and do a little bum-wiggle against me but again, it wasn’t
very sensual.

We stripped to our underwear and moved on to the bed where I gave her an all-over hands and
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body-to-body massage – I’ve found that this invariably gets things moving along nicely for both of
us and, when I removed her tiny g-string and slowly made my way down to kiss her pussy, she
quickly became very wet.

However, she really put me off my stroke by firmly instructing me to go slow. Erm, pardon? I’ll brag
a little here and state that my oral skills are fantastic – I have had numerous very experienced and
well-regarded escorts make a point of telling me that I am an “expert” at this, and the vast majority
of the girls that I see absolutely love it. I am not a Neanderthal lover and I start off slowly and gently,
so clearly Carol has an underlying problem with this. Any indication that I was going to bring my
hand into play (NOT fingering – I know that most escorts hate that!) also provoked a negative
reaction.

Anyway, I persevered but then looked up to see Carol staring at the TV! Really! That’s not a girl-
friend experience, that’s a wife experience! After a while she did close her eyes but, although she
was clearly physically aroused, she simply laid there totally inert and motionless. I then re-
positioned her into doggie on the end of the bed and pussy-worshipped her from behind, but she
was clearly not happy when I rimmed her. What’s not to like, especially for a girl that claims to
“enjoy anal immensely”?

By now I was becoming irritated and losing interest. So far, Carol had barely touched me or made
any effort to contribute and so I requested that we move into 69 and she immediately grabbed a
condom and ripped it open. I said “Later” but she replied “Come in mouth extra”. I tried to explain
that I just wanted uncovered oral but her limited understanding of English evaporated and it all
started to become a little tense.

It was obvious that things had got to a point where it was best for me to leave. In fairness, Carol did
ask me to write down my problem, but it was too late and there were just so many of them that it
would have served no purpose.

We were clearly totally incompatible, even for no-strings paid-for casual sex and both my brain and
cock had lost interest. I got dressed and left with thirty-five minute still on the clock. Only the second
time that I’ve ever abandoned a punt early.
So to sum up, I paid £100 for ten minutes of company plus fifteen minutes of rather unrewarding
RO. Such a shame, as Carol seemed like such a genuinely good prospect!

In retrospect, Carol's profile is a complete work of fiction – a few obvious things that jump out:-

….”my full and undivided attention”… No, she was glued to the TV during RO.

….”I love passionate kissing”…. A bare-faced lie, even a gentle exploratory peck on the lips was very
strongly repelled. There was no point in even trying again after the first few seconds.

….”the focus is on pleasing you and getting you aroused”… No again. Apart from a ten second
standing lap dance when I first arrived, Carol barely touched me and made absolutely no effort to
please or arouse me in any way.

….I’m a professional… OK, I’ll give her that one; she has sex for money so I guess that she qualifies.

In the morning when I booked her, Carol’s profile stated £10 extra for facial (not interested) and
£20 for anal which I had readily to hand close to the bed – just in case! She has now removed these
mentions.

Within ten minutes of uploading a negative feedback and the above text as a Field Report on AW,
she hid it all!
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